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The Park Room
The Park room overlooks the Square Ambiorix park and offers
green views, lots of daylight and even a private balcony. A gallery
wall of antique mirrors, illustrations and family portraits lend co-

The Cloud Room

and has easy access from the front door of the Library.

As the name suggests, you will feel well above Brussels in this
stylish, sky-blue room. Enormous windows overlook the park
and make you feel on top of the world. Custom-made, bright
wooden tables give the room a clean, crisp atmosphere. The

Set-up : Boardroom style, natural light from large windows

in Board Room formation.
Set-up : Boardroom style, U shape style , natural light
from large windows

The Tea Room
people. Danish heritage wallpaper and a view of the garden
makes this room a chic cocoon for coaching sessions, interview
sessions or any type of meeting where comfort is an added
value
Set-up : Natural light from large window
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The Grand Meeting Room

The Broqueville Room

This meeting room in the heart of the house oﬀers custom made wallpaper,
antiques and comfortable seating for 2-22 guests. It is also possible to make use of
the entire ground floor to host receptions or standing lunches or dinners. In the
summertime, we encourage our guests to step outside for a breath of fresh air in
our flowering courtyard.

With a view of the beautiful boulevard, this meeting room in an elegant grey tone
with antique, Venetian mirrors is a perfect spot for the meeting of 2-10 guests.
Naturally, the staﬀ is on hand to serve your favourite chocolate sprinkled cappuccino and cucumber accented mineral water. The Broqueville Room is adjacent to
The Grand Meeting Room and can be rented as a separate break out room.

Set-up: Boardroom style, natural light from large windows
Equipment: Screen, white board, Wi-Fi

Set-up: Boardroom style, natural light from large windows
Equipment: Screen, white board, Wi-Fi

The Sky Room
The Sky Room is unlike any other function room in Brussels. Nestled under the
roof in the former attic, this 90-m2 room, with high exposed-beam ceilings, is
bright, white and full of light. Once you’ve ventured up the stairs of The Library
Europe, you won’t want to leave.
The two grand wooden tables will seat 28 people communal style, while a lounge
area with sofa and leather chairs encourages you to take a break with a friend or
put on a show on the build-in stage. The Sky Room even oﬀers a reading area and
it’s own kitchen with a view of the Brussels’ skyline. There are almost no limits to
what this room can do for you in terms of events, team meetings, receptions, sales
days, PR presentations etc.
Set-up: Boardroom style, lounge style or theatre style, natural light from large
windows
Equipment: Screen, projector, white board, Wi-Fi
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The Library Ixelles

The Grey Room

Nestled in a quiet street beside the lakes of Ixelles, this cosy
townhouse has been completely renovated and re-invented to
oﬀer coworking, private oﬃces and meeting spaces..

This is a room with a class of its own; sophisticated yet comfortable,
stylish yet warm. At the custom-made table made of bright, Danish
wood, you can seat 8-10 guests for a brainstorming day, meeting with
clients, private interviews or even coaching sessions.
Stretch your legs on the private terrace or take a break in the garden of
The Library, while enjoying a cappuccino, home made ice tea or our
famous fruit salads.
Set-up: Boardroom style, natural light from large windows
Equipment: Screen, white board, Wi-Fi

‘More chocolate cake anyone?’
At The Library, we are passionate about healthy foods. Most menus are an interesting fusion of Scandinavian recipes and Middle-Eastern flavours.
Adding a touch of humour to the meeting breaks brightens the mood and gives
our guests fresh energy. Experience our custom made Library candy shop – a
throwback to your childhood. We only serve food that we would like to eat ourselves and like to surprise you with new recipes – although our chocolate cakes and
blueberry salads seem to be requested again and again.
Orange Carpaccio à la The Library
- Peel flavourful oranges and cut them in slices,
- Let them marinate with orange flower water and a bit of good olive oil,
- Mix in fresh mint and a sprinkle of cinnamon before serving.

Hygge (“heu-gah”)
The art of building sanctuary and community, of inviting closeness and paying
attention to what makes us feel open-hearted and alive. To create well-being,
connection and warmth. A feeling of belonging to the moment and to each other.
Celebrating the everyday.
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